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PREFACE
The objective of Occupational Safety and Risk Control in Construction
and Metal Industry Sectors (OccuSafeInCMIS) Project, implemented by a
consortium of partners from 4 countries (Turkey, Bulgaria, Italy and
Slovakia), is to contribute to vocational education with the aspect of
occupational health and safety (OHS), the importance of which is increasing
both in Europe and Turkey. In terms of awareness, however, vocational
education institutions are not at the desired level in Turkey and thus,
OccuSafeInCMIS aims to increase the awareness of occupational health
and safety among the students of vocational schools, employees and
employers and to increase the implementation capacity of EU Acquis in
Turkey. The project is hence based on the motto “Eliminate, if not possible
then Minimize, Control”.
The construction sector affects the production area, as well as the
major business lines contributing to the country's development and economy.
At the same time, precautions need to take effect in order to minimize
accidents and harmful consequences that may occur at construction sites.
Today, although an increasing amount of measures are taken to minimize
work-related accidents in the construction sector, these cannot seem to
produce the desired results, associated with ensuring a safe working
environment, where employers are mutually sensitive and conscious to
employees. If occupational health and safety in the construction sector is
enhanced and maintained, businesses will substantially reduce financial
losses that occur due to occupational accidents, whereas the avoidance of the
associated production process interruption will increase the efficiency of

labour force and correspondingly will contribute to the upheaval of the
national economy.
The present „Education module for construction sector on occupational
health and safety (for construction sector employees)‟ aims at increasing
awareness among construction workers through improving the structure,
functionality and effectiveness of OHS in Turkey. An important indication
of occupational safety awareness is workers‟ knowledge about their
surrounding hazards at the work place, which makes occupational safety
awareness raising an inseparable part of construction workers‟ training and
part of their work. The module has been prepared by using an instructivelypreventive instead of a normative approach. Ensuring safety at work place is
economically important since it results in increased productivity. Loss of
working capacity shall be prevented by protecting workers against
occupational diseases and accidents hence production level is upheld.
Moreover, a safe work environment ensures persistently high productivity
levels.
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Education module on occupational health and safety for construction sector

1. Health and safety signs used in construction
works

Overview
This chapter covers information on health and safety signs
which are used to warn or advise others on construction sites in order
to prevent any safety hazards.

Objectives
In this chapter you will learn:


Why health and safety signs are used,



The different types of health and safety hazards.
1.1.Safety signs

Construction health and safety signage is displayed to warn or
advice others about hazards or risks, and in any case to deliver a
clear health and safety message. If the signs and notices they put up
are not adequately understood, one could be in danger.
If you work on a construction site, or have just walked past
one, you are likely to have seen health and safety signage. Indeed,
the signs are displayed everywhere, from the site hoarding and
entrance points, to various locations throughout the site where you
are working.
Safety sings used in construction sites can be distinguished into:


Prohibition sign



Mandatory sign



Warning sign
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Safe condition sign



Fire fighting equipment sign

1.1.1.Prohibition sign
Prohibition signs specify behaviour or actions which are not
permitted, being likely to cause a risk to health or safety.
Safety signs have a red circle with a cross
bar on white background. Any lettering is
black.
Meaning: “Do not”; “You must not”; “Stop it if
you are”.
Examples: Do not use; Stop; No entry; No exit; No smoking; No
pedestrians; No admittance without a work permit; Scaffolding
incomplete, do not use; No unauthorized access.
1.1.2.Mandatory sign
Mandatory signs remind employees and visitors that an
instruction/behaviour is obligatory, thus must be carried out, when
entering or working in a specific environment.
These have a solid blue circle with a white
symbol and/or lettering.
Meaning: “You must do”; “Obey”.
Examples: Hard Hats must be worn, Keep locked
shut; High visibility vest must be worn; Eye
protection must be worn; Hearing protection must be worn; Foot
protection must be worn.
1.1.3.Warning sign
Warning signs are to warn of hazards or a hazardous condition
that is not likely to be life threatening.
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These have a solid yellow triangle
(point up) with a black border. Any
symbol or lettering is also black on
yellow.
Meaning: “You have been warned”;
“Be careful”; “Be aware”; “Watch out”.
Examples: Danger High Voltage;
Asbestos; Work Overhead; People at work; Overhead crane; Forklift
operating area.
1.1.4.

Safe condition sign

The safe condition sings (also called “emergency escape or
fist-aid signs”) are safety signs giving information on escape routes,
emergency exits, first-aid or rescue facilities.
These have a solid yellow triangle
(point up) with a black border. Any
symbol or lettering is also black on yellow.
Meaning: “You have been warned”;
“Be careful”; “Be aware”; “Watch out”.
Examples: Danger High Voltage; Asbestos; Work Overhead;
People at work; Overhead crane; Forklift operating area.
1.1.5.

Fire fighting equipment signs

Fire fighting signs are used to point the public in the direction
of the correct apparatus to use in order to prevent/eradicate fire
within the workplace.
These have a solid red rectangle with white
symbols and/or lettering. They are clear and easy
to understand so action can be taken quickly in
the event of an emergency.
Meaning: “Here is the fire equipment”.
Examples: Fire Alarm, Hydrant, and Extinguisher.
Page | 10
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Self-control questions
1. What are the types of safety signs used at construction site?
2. Can be Safe condition sign used for no authorized access?
3. What type of signs can be used to remind employees and visitors
that an instruction/behaviour is obligatory?
4. Is the Fire fighting equipment sign used also to point hydrant?

Exercise
Please describe briefly (2-5 lines) the correct
behaviour when such signal is shown.

The correct answer can be found at page 91.

Conclusion
In this chapter you have learned why the health and safety
signs are used and why they are necessary at construction sites. The
various types of health and safety signs have been explained and
their meaning and also examples provided.

Further reading
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Safety signs and signals. The Health and Safety Regulations. (1996).
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pUbns/priced/l64.pdf
The Importance of Health and Safety Signs at Work https://safetyrisk.net/the-importance-of-health-and-safety-signs-atwork/
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2. Precautions to be taken on the building site

Overview
This chapter provides information on personal protective
equipment and proper working procedures for construction workers
which can help to prevent most of accidents at the working site. The
classification of personal protective equipment is explained as well.

Objectives
In this chapter you will learn:
 How to prevent most of the accidents at the construction sites,
 The different types of personal protective equipment based on
their classification,
 Which basic safety precautions and rules to keep in mind at the
construction site.
2.1.The classification of the Personal protective equipment
Construction workers play an important role in our modern
societies, providing safe buildings, bridges and many other assets for
society. On the other hand, any construction site is a dangerous
occupation for all personnel, both workers and employers.
Most accidents can be prevented by taking simple measures or
adapting proper working procedures at all times. With this aim,
employees should cooperate with their employers and other
responsible persons in order to comply with health and safety
requirements and legislation.
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First of all, Personal protective equipment (PPE) must be
supplied to all the personnel‟s working on site and even for the
personal who are temporary visiting to the site by employers or
another responsible person. If you as a worker do not have them,
demand them from your employer and wear them correctly.
In general: well-fitted helmets and protective eyewear are a
must. Ear plugs or muffs for working in noisy areas and protective
gloves when dealing with toxic chemicals should be worn. Anti-slip
footwear and protective apparel are necessary for those working in
toxic or dusty environments. Fall harnesses are very important for
every construction worker. Ensure your harness is sturdy and
secured to a strong anchorage point when you are working at
heights. At sites where there is a lot of movement of heavy vehicles,
workers should wear highly visible clothing so that they can be
located and seen easily. Because construction workers have to be
working outdoors regardless of weather conditions, they also should
have some climate protective gear and clothing.
Personal protective equipment (PPE) can be classified as:
A. Minimum Personal protective equipment:
- Hard Hat or Helmet – is issued to each and every
personnel working on site. It has to be worn all times at job site.
- Safety Glasses – are required at construction site every
time debris is filled in air due to activities on site.
-

Hand Protection Gloves – are supplied to all personals to

protect against cuts when handling material or equipment‟s, during
cleaning operations, cutting metal studs or similar works.
- Safety Vests – also called as high visibility shirts. Purpose
of safety vest is to keep the person always clear in view, even in the
dark and he should be visible to everyone. Safety vests are of
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different bright colors like red, green, yellow so it‟s easy for workers
to see and locate each other.
- Proper Clothing – shirts, long pants and hard soul shoes, a
6-inch-high boot is recommended.
B. Additional PPE for Safety at Construction Site:
It includes e.g. hearing protection; respiratory protection; face
shields; safety harness etc.
2.2.Basic safety precautions and rules:
Moreover, in any construction site it is important to keep in
mind basic safety precautions and rules:
a) Always tidy up construction site (keeping passages clear all
the time; sorting out materials and pile them up safely; provide
sufficient lightning; familiarizing with the location and operation
of safety signs and equipment);
b) Ensure that the dangerous part of the machines has been
installed with guard before operating them;
c) Check the condition of electric cables before using any
electrical installation or tool;
d) Use and handle chemicals with care;
e) Always wear protective equipment adequately;
f) Watch out for moving cranes, hooks or other lifting
equipment;
g) Guard rails to be installed at open scaffold areas, all openings
in the building floor, in the excavated areas, at mobile elevated
platforms;
h) Paste yellow stickers with safety notes where necessary;
i) All the working platforms should be stable, properly braced,
should not be overloaded and safe for the working personnel;
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j) All the working areas and passage ways should be free from
waste or debris or any of obstruction like stored material;
k) The site should be clean all the times and the material should
be stored safely;
l) There should be proper arrangement of collection and
disposal of waste materials;
m) While it may not be possible for workers to carry first aid
supplies with them all the time, both the site supervisor and
contractor should ensure that first aid is available at all times on
site for workers, e.g. for minor burns, cuts or any mishaps;
n) Fire extinguishers to be placed on site on proper locations in
case of any fire;
o) There should be proper lighting arrangements on the site
especially when the work is carried out during the night. Area that
are not properly lit must be avoided until proper lightning is
provided;
p) Report to your supervisor immediately if you notice any
unsafe condition, such as a floor opening that is uncovered or not
fences.
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Self-control questions
1. To whom PPE must be supplied?
2. What is necessary to wear at sites where is a lot of movement of
heavy vehicles?
3. Does hearing protection belong to minimum or additional PPE?
4. What is a purpose of safety vests?
5. What does it mean to have proper clothing at the construction
site?
6. To whom you need to report if you notice any unsafe conditions?
7. What do you need to check before using electrical tools?
8. How often do you need to clean working site?

Exercise
Please mark if the sentence is TRUE or FALSE and justify your
answer (3-4 lines):
Working platforms can be overloaded of a certain weight if the
operation is carried out by a very experienced worker.

The correct answer can be found at page 91.
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Conclusion
In this chapter you have learned why the precautions on the
building site are important. Now you are able to describe PPE and
divide them between minimal and additional PPE. The basic safety
precautions and rules were explained as well.

Further reading
Personal Protective Equipment https://www.osha.gov/Publications/osha3151.pdf
Personal protective equipment (PPE) at work http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg174.pdf
Respiratory protective equipment at work http://www.hse.gov.uk/pUbns/priced/hsg53.pdf
Construction site safety: Does your mask pass the face fit test? https://www.pbctoday.co.uk/news/health-safety-news/mask-passface-fit-test/33508/
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3. Passing and walking paths on the building site

Overview
This chapter provides information on how to pass and walk on
building site. It points out the importance and responsibilities of
safety coordinator and other responsible persons at the working site.
The proper measures to be taken in order to avoid accidents are
explained as well.

Objectives
In this chapter you will learn:
 What are the roles and responsibilities of the different persons
at the construction sites,
 What kind of injures can failure brings,
 What kind of measure can be applied at site in order to prevent
these injures.
Everyone on construction site must be able to come on to the
site and move about safely. Routes should be free from obstruction
and from exposure to hazards such as falling materials, materialshandling equipment and vehicles. Suitable warning notices should be
posted.
Managers, workers and construction site visitors should bear in
mind the importance of always double-checking the working areas,
especially when also the risk of vehicle activities occurs. For this
reason, every construction site shall be organized separating
pedestrians and vehicles and providing hazard-free traffic routes, as
far as it is reasonably practicable. On construction sites where the
Page | 19
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appointment of a safety coordinator is envisaged, he is in charge of
drawing up the Safety and coordination plan, containing
organizational choices concerning also procedures and preventive
measures regarding the main road network for mechanical and
pedestrian vehicles, accompanied by tables and technical
explanatory drawings.
The responsible person from the executing company is
normally in charge of defining routes or areas of movement or/and
circulation, for both vehicles and pedestrians. The study and
organization of site traffic is necessary so that the means of work do
not interfere with the passage of workers endangering their safety.
Failure to evaluate and prepare the internal road system of the
construction site often causes injuries (e.g. investment, slipping,
stritolation, impact shots and compressions, material fall from the
top, falls from the top).
In order to avoid the above-mentioned accidents, it seems
appropriate:
- To separate and keep the pedestrian viability distinct from
that destined to vehicles and other machines;
- Reduce to the minimum the points of conflict of routes,
vehicles and pedestrians;
- Check the number of access to the construction site,
considering the extension of the site, the characteristics of the roads
near the building site, the development of the perimeter and the need
to create adequate and accessible escape routes and emergency exits;
- Check the possibility to realize a double-sense circulation
ensuring the two circulations an adequate level of care according to
the minimum requirements necessary to allow a safe ride;
- Realize areas of manoeuver suitable for the dimensions of
vehicles and machines active within the construction site;
Page | 20
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- Respect the safety distances from dangerous places:
excavations, areas for manoeuvring and rotating cranes and
construction machines, aerial ladders, scaffolding, cantilever bridges,
etc.
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Self-control questions
1. Why are the passing and walking paths at construction site
important?
2. What is a role of safety coordinator regarding paths?
3. Why do you need to think about size of areas for manoeuver?
4. Can you use the same path for pedestrian and vehicles?

Exercise
Please list the correct behaviours (at least 4) in order to ensure
a safe circulation of pedestrians and vehicles on the building site.

The correct answer can be found at page 91.

Conclusion
In this chapter you have learned why the passing and walking
paths have to be taken into account at the working site. You will be
able to apply appropriate measures in order to prevent the accident
caused due to not suitable internal road system of the construction
site.
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Further reading
Responsibilities of a Construction Safety Officer https://www.thebalance.com/what-is-a-construction-safety-officer924595
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4. Employees' accommodation, rest, locker and
eating areas

Overview
This chapter provides information what kinds of facilities are
necessary to provide for workers. The factors that influence decision
on facilities are explained. The situation and working condition of
construction workers and proper measures for their good health‟s
condition are stated.

Objectives
In this chapter you will learn:
 Why the facilities for workers are so important;
 What kind of facilities must be taken into account;
 What factors influencing health conditions of workers should
be considered.
Facilities required by the workforce during the project on a
construction site depends on many factors, such as the location,
climate, trades and tasks of the workforce. In addition, as the work
progresses and the permanent works extend across the site, it may be
necessary to change the layout and move facilities.
Accommodation, rest, locker and eating areas, as well as
changing rooms and car parking, are all major aspects of the site
layout and facilities, having a relevant impact on the general welfare
system of the construction site, and in particular on the workforce
active within it.
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Space constraints, particularly in urban worksites, are nearly
always the biggest limiting factor and a layout which caters best for
the safety and health of workers may appear to be difficult to
reconcile with the productivity and efficiency. The size and location
of facilities should be organized by the construction site managers,
taking into account the workforce size, the total number of personnel
on site, so to determine the site of facility. Then, the manager will
also decide about the importance of this facility being close to the
workface. This will obviously have an effect on other facilities and
the closeness rating is a method of prioritizing the facilities with
regard to location. For instance, the use of dispersed canteens located
next to the workface may be considered to minimize workforce
travel time and rest breaks. Local practice and industrial relations
considerations will be influential here. The manager will then relate
e.g. the canteen to other facilities such as toilets, washrooms and site
offices.
Depending on the number of workers and the duration of the
work, accommodation for supplying food and drink and taking meals
or resting during interruption of work should be provided and
maintained, as well as facilities for changing and for the storage of
clothing and equipment. All help to reduce fatigue and improve
workers‟ health. Moreover, they improve morale and consequently
improve efficiency. It seems thus important to consider what
follows:
- Construction workers begin work early. They start their
day alert and productive but their activity level decreases as the day
passes. Fatigue develops gradually before it begins to have marked
effects. If they rest before they show signs of being really tired,
recovery is much faster. Short breaks taken frequently are much
better than infrequent long breaks. Productivity improves with
frequent rest breaks.
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- Secure facilities and lockers at the work site for changing
from street clothes into work clothes or just to leave one‟s valuables
greatly assist workers with their personal hygiene and tidiness and
relieve them of anxiety over the security of their possessions.
- Construction work is physically exhausting and workers
need hygienically prepared and nutritious meals at regular times.
With this aim, there should be accommodation with tables and seats,
protected from the weather, where one can eat in comfort food
brought from home or bought from vendors. It should be situated
away from workstations to minimize contact with dirt, dust or
dangerous substances.
Facilities may be provided and maintained by contractors for
all workers or by individual contractors.
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Self-control questions
1. How the facilities at the working place influence health an safety
of workers?
2. What kind of facilities should be at the working site?
3. Would you recommend to take one longer break or more shorter
breaks for workers during the working day?
4. Can the morale and efficiency of works be influenced by facilities
at the working site?

Exercise
Please mark what, in your opinion, can be cause of stress for
construction workers (multiple mark allowed).


Exposure to noise



Musculoskeletal pain



Work environment



Extreme temperature changes



Exposure to risks



Poor lighting



Economic crisis



Lack of privacy (e.g. for resting, eating etc.)



Insufficient training

The correct answer can be found at page 91.
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Conclusion
In this chapter you have learned why the facilities have to be
taken into account at the working site. You will be able to recognize
what and why is important in order to keep good health for workers
at the construction site.

Further reading
Provision of welfare facilities during construction work http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/cis59.pdf
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5. Excavation work and underground work safety

Overview
This chapter is focused on safety during the excavation work
and underground work. It provides information why they are
considered as most hazardous and how to address the planning of
safety at these places.

Objectives
In this chapter you will learn:
 How to plan safety during excavation work and underground
work;
 What you should keep in mind before starting these works;
 What technical manager/ohs responsible person shall check;
 The recommendations you should follow;
 Why to use new techniques for risk prevention.
5.1.Excavation work and underground safety planning
Many civil and industrial engineering works (such as
excavations for foundations, hydraulic, road and railway
constructions) include excavation works and the movement of soil
and rocks, as preliminary activities or as integral parts of the
realization of the works themselves. Excavation and underground
operations are among the most hazardous construction works and are
more likely than others to result in worker fatalities. For this reason,
all actors involved in those kinds of activities shall enter the jobsite
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only after adequate protections are in place to address cave-ins and
other excavation-related incidents.
It seems more than important to correctly address the planning
of the safety in this activity field. In most cases, accidents are caused
by proceedings and/or behaviors marked by scarce or superficial
attention. Sometimes the dynamics of land mechanics are carried out
without the provision and adoption of the necessary security
measures by the operators, both passive and active. Very often there
are planning responsibilities, but also economic/financial (when, for
example, the auction discount causes cuts to the detriment of
security), implementation, as well as verification and control.
When planning an excavation job, it is crucial to know as
much as possible about the jobsite, the materials, soils and other
factors which may affect the possibility of a safe work performance.
First of all, the overall mechanical behaviour of each terrain can be
evaluated, by a competent person, from the level and type of
cohesion that characterizes its components. Indeed, the cohesion of a
terrain is the ability to resist to traction efforts. From a practicaldescriptive point of view and in accordance with the international
specialized literature (such as: Bureau of Reclamation and Engineers
Corps of the United States of America Soil Mechanics, SI version,
Lambe and Whitman MIT 1979, HRB-AASHO; or also the CNR
UNI 10006, 1963), it is possible to make a first distinction between
rocks properly said - characterized by a remarkable mechanical
resistance - and sand.
Before starting the excavation operations, the company/
responsible person shall:
• Check that the personal protection devices have been
provided to workers, and in particular: helmet; shoes with
imperforable sole and steel points; gloves; protective clothing;
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phosphorescent garments in case of poor visibility; protective glasses
in case of projection of splinters or fragments;
•Carry out an inspection to identify:
-

the exact location of all underground utilities;

- environmental conditions (buildings, roads, trees, weather etc.)
that can determine risk situations;
•Assess the actual specific risk related to:
-

possible situations linked to environmental and human factors;

- presence of dangerous atmospheres or presumed lack of oxygen
in the excavation;
difficult conditions of access and exit from the excavation site;
Draw up a specific operational safety and emergency plan in
accordance with the national OHS legislation, without forgetting to
identify a responsible person. The latter will be in charge of
preparing a plan for the management of any emergency situation
related to the peculiarities of the construction site. It is important that
the indications to be followed in the event of an emergency are
immediately visible and easy to understand;
Where required, plan a training or informative session for
workers on processing techniques adopted, on individual and
collective protection systems and on safety and rescue procedures to
be followed in the event of an emergency. These activities should be
repeated every time an internal control, carried out by the manager
of the work or by the supervisory authorities, highlights
shortcomings in the relevant knowledge or following the
introduction of new equipment, technologies, dangerous substances
etc. The accomplished training should be noted in a special register
with the specification of the program carried out, the date of
interventions, the names of the trainers and the participating workers.
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5.2. The questions and recommendations for preventing the
occurrence of risk
In order to guarantee the safety of workers, the technical
manager/OHS responsible person shall check, during the first and
subsequent visits to the jobsite, the adequacy of the security
measures set up, for instance, with reference to the following
questions:
a) Does the work concern a trench or an open pit?
b) Is the excavation more than 1.5 meters deep?
c) Is there the presence of water in the excavation?
d) Are there adequate and safe means for the entry and exit of
workers in the excavation site?
e) Are there walkways of the right width, equipped with parapets to
cross the excavation?
f) Is vehicular traffic present in the immediate vicinity of the
excavation site?
g) Are there any buildings near the excavation site?
h) Are the excavation vehicles equipped with acoustic warning
signals?
i) Is there a competent technician present during the works?
j) Are there adequate procedures in place for the identification of
dangerous substances inside the excavation?
k) Has the type of excavated soil been preliminary determined by a
competent expert?
l) Is the excavation ground placed at a distance of at least 1 meter
from the edge of the latter?
m) If hand ladders are in use as a way to get out of the excavation,
are these reachable within a radius of 10 meters?
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n) Is the documentation of previous OHS controls available to the
excavation site in object?
In general, it is important to bear in mind a number of
recommendations which constitute a good cultural basis for
preventing the occurrence of risk:
1. No one can establish with absolute certainty that an
excavation site is safe and that no type of armor should be prepared;
2. Fatal or extremely serious accidents can occur even if the
worker is not completely submerged from the ground. Workers
buried only up to the walls do unfortunately decease as a
consequence of the strong pressure exerted on the body from the
ground;
3. The excavations carried out near previous excavations are
particularly dangerous as the terrain has little compactness;
4. The presence of water increases the possibility that the
excavation may collapse. The increase in water pressure in the soil
can be the factor determinant for possible landslides in the
excavation walls;
5. Clay can be extremely dangerous if dried by the sun. Large
blocks of rocks can fall from the walls of the trench afterwards have
been stable for long periods of time;
6. The frozen walls of an excavation should not be considered
as alternatives to support structures;
7. The excavation must be considered as a space confined
within to monitor and verify that workers are not exposed to
substances dangerous;
8. The support structures of the excavations must always take
into account the additional loads determined by the weight of the
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ground accumulated at the edges of the trench, of vehicular traffic, of
other adjacent structures, etc.;
9. When a worker or part of a car or construction equipment is
located at a distance of less than 3 meters from an underground
electric line or air, contact the supply company in order to continue
jobs;
10. The supporting works must always be carried out
according to the layouts prepared by a competent technical manager;
11. The uprights, panels, struts used for the supporting works
must always be dimensioned according to the conditions of the
ground, of the depth and width of the trench;
12. No worker must work in the trenches outside the support
armor.
Finally, it should be considered that the use of new techniques
can contribute to improve prevention. Indeed, prevention also means
researching new solutions and working techniques alternatives to
traditional ones, being able to combine risk reduction and improving
the competitiveness of companies. The use of modern techniques for
the installation of service networks (for example, the so-called "No
dig") realize a significant reduction in risks: the site will always be
built with related issues, but the serious risk of burial and/or fall in
the excavation is eliminated.
Used for laying gas,
water
and
service
distribution
networks
telephone, it allows to
avoid the typical problems
of construction sites in
inhabited areas and city
historians; in fact, it
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allows to limit most of the inconveniences and of easily overcome
geological, hydrogeological and other difficulties connected to the
presence of road infrastructures (railways, roads, bridges, sewerage).
These new technologies also make it possible to extend the life of
the pipes already in place with in-situ maintenance operations,
without having to dismantle what is above these buried services.
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Self-control questions
1. When planning an excavation job what is crucial to know for
safety assurance?
2. What kind of facilities should be at the working site?
3. Would you recommend to take one longer break or more shorter
breaks for workers during the working day?
4. Can the morale and efficiency of works be influenced by facilities
at the working site?

Exercise
Please answer the question (7 - 9 lines), providing relevant
examples:
While planning an excavation job, it is crucial that a competent
person evaluates the features and type of cohesion that characterizes
the components of the ground. Why?

The correct answer can be found at page 91.

Conclusion
In this chapter you have learned about excavation and
underground safety planning. You are able to understand why these
work are so important from safety point of view. You know why and
what questions to ask yourself in order to guarantee good working
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conditions. You should be able to advise on proper measures for
preventing the occurrence of risk.

Further reading
Trenching and Excavation Safety https://www.osha.gov/Publications/osha2226.pdf
Safety risk management of underground engineering in China:
Progress, challenges and strategies https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S16747755163001
78
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6. Work safety on heights and scaffolds

Overview
This chapter is focused on safety during working in heights
and scaffolds. It provides information why they are considered as
one of the biggest causes of fatalities and major injuries. The
workers protection systems are classified. The important issues for
safety assurance are pointed out.

Objectives
In this chapter you will learn:
 What does it mean to work in height from safety point of view;
 The protection systems for working in heights;
 What types of scaffolds are usually used;
 The rules and recommendations for workers working in
heights.
Working on heights (e.g. on a flat roof, from a ladder, near or
adjacent to fragile materials, at ground level adjacent to an open
excavation, in excavated pits below ground level etc.) can be defined
as a work activity that exposes the worker to the risk of falling from
a height more than 2 m above a stable level. Working on heights is
one of the biggest causes of fatalities and major injuries. Common
accidents include falls from scaffolds, ladders and through fragile
surfaces, such as a fragile roof. For this reason, when working on
heights the use of fall protection is important, also when a situation
does not seem dangerous enough to require it.
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In general, one should avoid working on heights, as long as it
is possible and reasonably practicable. Where working on heights
seems necessary, the important thing is preventing falls using either
an existing place of work that is already safe of the right type of
equipment. In addition, always bear in mind that it is possible to
minimize the distance and consequence of falls, by using the right
type of equipment where the risk cannot be eliminated.
In order to guarantee the maximum protection to workers, a
number of protection systems are foreseen, and the employer must
provide them to workers. They are classified into:
- Collective protection systems: such as fixed metal scaffolding,
parapets, safety nets;
- Personal: which consist in individual personal protective
equipment (PPE) such as safety helmets, fall protection devices,
anchoring devices, body harnesses;
- Temporary: such as mobile metal scaffolding, mobile parapets;
- Fixed: such as parapets and fixed anchoring systems.
It will be the duty of the employer to choose the most
appropriate measures from time to time to guarantee the safety of the
employee, depending on the type of processing and the degree of
hazard of the same. It is important to underline that providing the
workers with the necessary measures and training to guarantee their
safety is not enough from the employer; indeed, being the holder of a
specific guarantee obligation vis-à-vis the employees themselves,
there remains a residual control obligation on it, so that he will have
to make sure that every single worker makes constant and correct use
of the safety measures provided.
As said, scaffolding is often used in temporary or mobile work
sites, to construct work at height. Scaffolds are constructions that
include vertical and horizontal structures, and which form a surface
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on which workers can carry out their tasks moving from one part to
the other. Scaffolding, in addition to being a functional tool for the
work for which they were designed, also constitute a collective
protection device (CPD) essential to prevent accidents at work due to
falls of objects or people.
The most used material to build scaffolds is steel, which allows to be
assembled to give origin to different types of structures, such as:

1.Source: geometra.info

2. Source: geometra.info 3.Source: Centro Anticaduta Toscano

1. Scaffolding with pipes and joints: this is the most traditional but
also the most inconvenient to use because it requires more time for
assembly;
2. Scaffolding with prefabricated frames: it is used for simple
works and it is easy and quick to assemble;
3. Scaffolding with uprights and prefabricated crosspieces: this is
also very easy to use as it is very similar to the scaffolding with
prefabricated frames.
Approximately 65% of all construction workers perform work
on scaffolds. Employees performing work on and around scaffolding
are exposed to falls, electrocutions and falling object hazards. This
can be avoided by taking some precautions: for example, all
scaffolding should be designed, erected and disassembled by a
competent person. A competent person should also inspect
scaffolding before the start of work each day to ensure that it is safe
for use. Scaffolding should be erected on solid footing, fully
planked, at a great distance away from power lines. Finally,
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scaffolding should be erected with guardrails, midrails and toe
boards to protect employees working on, under and around
scaffolding.
Workers - who should be trained and authorized before
operating on those structures and retrained in the event a worker has
an accident while operating a lift, hazards are discovered, a different
type of lift is being used or if the workers are observed improperly
operating a lift - should wear hard hats when working on, under or
around a scaffold. They should also wear sturdy, non-skid work
boots and use tool lanyards when working on scaffolds to prevent
slips and falls and to protect workers below. They should never
climb scaffolding anywhere except for the access points designed for
reaching the working platform. Tools and materials should be
hoisted to the working platform once the worker has climbed the
scaffold. No operator should work on scaffolding covered in ice,
water or mud. Workers are prohibited from using boxes, ladders or
other objects to increase their working height when on a scaffold: the
maximum load should never be exceeded when working on
scaffolds. Never leave tools, equipment or materials on the scaffold
at the end of a shift. If personal fall arrest systems are required for
the scaffold you will be working on, thoroughly inspect the
equipment for damage and wear.
Finally, some points important to bear in mind:
 Do as much work as possible from the ground;
 Collaborate with your colleagues in order to ensure easy ways to
get safely to and from heights;
 Consider emergency evacuation and rescue procedures;
 Ensure equipment is suitable, stable and strong and most of all, do
not use scaffolds unless they have been erected by trained workmen
and under the supervision of a competent person;
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 Do not use a scaffold unless it has been inspected, certified and
checked regularly by a competent person before use;
 Do not overload ladders and scaffolds and check the instructions
provided within the pictogram or label;
 Do not use ladders or scaffolds for strenuous or heavy/long
duration tasks;
 Strictly follow the instructions of a competent person. Do not alter
the scaffold unless authorized to do so. Do not work on an
unfinished scaffold;
 When it is necessary to work on a mobile scaffold, lock the
wheels of the scaffold before you start working;
 Do not work on a scaffold unless it has been provided with a
suitable working platform.
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Self-control questions
1. When planning working in heights what is crucial to know for
safety assurance?
2. What kind of scaffolds are commonly used at the working site?
3. What should the workers know before going to work in heights?

Exercise
Please drag and drop correct answer to the relevant place:


surface



accidents



scaffolding



collective protection device



height



falls

………….. is often used in temporary or mobile work sites, to
construct work at ………... Scaffolds are constructions that include
vertical and horizontal structures, and which form a …………… on
which workers can carry out their tasks moving from one part to the
other. Scaffolding, in addition to being a functional tool for the work
for which they were designed, also constitute a ………........ essential
to prevent …………. at work, due to ……………. of objects or
people.

The correct answer can be found at page 91.
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Conclusion
In this chapter you have learned about working in height and
safety measure to be taken.. You are able to understand why these
work are so important from safety point of view. You know how to
train workers for working in heights and you also know what
questions to ask yourself when working in height happened.

Further reading
Construction OS&H Working at height http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_dialogue/--sector/documents/presentation/wcms_161903.pdf
The occupational safety and health act http://labour.govmu.org/English/Documents/Legislations/osha%202
005/regulations/5.%20OSH%20(Work%20at%20Height)%20Regula
tions%202013.pdf
Fall Protection – Working at Heights https://amtrustgroup.com/AmTrust/media/AmTrust/Documents/Loss
%20Control%20Docs/LC_FallProtection_r1-1.pdf
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7. Work safety in working with heavy duty vehicles

Overview
This chapter is focused on safety during working with heavy
duty vehicles. It provides information why and how injures by
heavy duty vehicle appears. The successful management of
construction vehicle activities will be explained. The importance of
proper design and operation of such vehicle is pointed out.

Objectives
In this chapter you will learn:
 When and how accidents caused by heavy duty vehicle occur;
 How to establish safe workplace for vehicle operations;
 How to design heavy duty vehicles;
 How to properly operate heavy duty vehicles..
Each year within the construction industry people die as a
result of being struck by heavy duty vehicles. In addition, there are
hundreds of preventable accidents and injuries. This not only affects
the lives of workers but can also result in material damage.
Accidents occur throughout the construction process from ground
works to finishing works. Managers, workers, visitors to sites and
members of the public can all be at risk if construction vehicle
activities are not properly managed and controlled. This chapter
considers methods of eliminating hazards and controlling risks that
arise from the use of heavy-duty vehicles in the construction
industry, including lorries, low-loaders, earth-moving machinery,
tractors, lift trucks, etc.
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The majority of construction transport accidents result from the
inadequate segregation of pedestrians and vehicles. This can usually
be avoided by careful planning, particularly at the design stage, and
by controlling vehicle operations during construction work.
Inadequate planning and control is the root cause of many
construction vehicle accidents which often involve:
• vehicles or their loads striking people (esp. when
reversing), vehicles striking obstructions;
•

manufacturers‟ instructions for safe use being disregarded;

•

inadequate training of drivers and signallers;

•

unsafe loading and transportation of materials on vehicles.

Successful management of construction vehicle activities is
based on the provision and maintenance of safe workplaces, safe
vehicles, safe drivers and safe work practices. Risk assessment is an
essential part of effective health and safety management and
involves the following stages:
• identify the hazards, decide who might be harmed and
how, evaluate the risks and decide on precautions;
• record the findings and implement them, review the risk
assessment and update if necessary.
Regarding the establishment of a safe workplace for vehicle
operations, the overall message is simple: safe workplaces are
achieved by separating pedestrians and vehicles and providing
hazard-free traffic routes. This is achieved by establishing:
• pedestrian-only areas from which vehicles are completely
excluded;
•

safe designated pedestrian routes to work locations;

• vehicle-only areas, especially where space is limited or
traffic is heavy;
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•

safe vehicle routes around the site.

Work on site should be planned to minimise vehicle
movements, and to avoid unnecessary deliveries and the double
handling of materials on site. The location of loading and storage
areas needs to be carefully considered. Where there is little on-site
storage space, off-site storage areas may be required for the
temporary storage of materials. Loading and storage areas should:
• be located away from pedestrian-only areas and main
pedestrian routes;
•

exclude pedestrians so far as reasonably practicable;

• have one-way systems and safe exit points, have sufficient
room for vehicle movements;
• have adequate fixed lighting, signs and appropriate
visibility aids for drivers, e.g. convex mirrors positioned on corners.
The design of some vehicles presents hazards, such as
restricted visibility and lack of driver protection from the effects of
overturning, noise and vibration. Choosing the right vehicle for the
job is an essential part of effective vehicle management. The vehicle
selected needs to be capable of performing its designated tasks
safely. The following are important factors to consider:
•

stability under all foreseeable operating conditions;

• safe access to and from the cab and other working
locations on the vehicle;
• effective braking systems, adequate visibility for the driver
all around the vehicle;
• headlights, a horn, windscreen wipers and warning
devices, e.g. reversing alarms;
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• physical guards to protect dangerous parts such as power
take-off shafts, chain drives, trapping points and exposed exhaust
pipes;
• protection for the driver from work hazards, e.g. working
at height and falling from the vehicle, falling objects and the effects
of the vehicle overturning;
• protection for the driver from the weather, noise,
vibration, noxious fumes and dusts.
Construction vehicles work in harsh environments and require
effective maintenance regimes to avoid them developing defects. A
programme of daily visual checks, regular inspections and servicing
schedules should be established according to the manufacturer‟s
instructions and the risks associated with the use of each vehicle.
Vehicles should have a maintenance log to help manage and record
vehicle maintenance operations. Employers should establish
procedures designed to encourage drivers to report defects or
problems, and ensure that problems with vehicles are put right.
Planned inspection and maintenance needs to follow manufacturer‟s
instructions and include, where appropriate:
• braking systems, seat belts, tyres (including condition and
pressures), steering;
• convex mirrors and other visibility aids, lights and
indicators;
•

safety devices such as interlocks, warning signals,

windscreen washers and wipers;
• fire fighting equipment, condition of cab protection
devices;
• functional checks on the vehicle, including controls and
starting systems;
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•

correct location of guards and panels on the vehicle.

Vehicle reversing operations cause a major share of all fatal
transport accidents in the construction industry. The most effective
way of managing the risks from reversing is to avoid the need for
reversing manoeuvres by providing one-way systems, turning areas
and drive-through loading and unloading areas. Vehicles required to
reverse on-site should provide adequate visibility around the vehicle
for the driver to ensure safety. Safe systems of work need to be
devised and followed for all reversing operations, particularly when
signallers are used to control third-party risks or assist in the accurate
positioning of the vehicle. Warning systems offer the lowest level of
protection in the hierarchy and, if they are the only precaution used,
are only appropriate for low-risk situations.
Heavy-duty vehicles should be loaded and unloaded at level
ground, in areas away from passing traffic, pedestrians and overhead
hazards, e.g. bridges, pipelines or electrical cables. Loads need to be:
• of suitable height and width for the vehicle and road
conditions on site;
•

secured to prevent movement;

• evenly loaded and distributed to keep the center of gravity
as low as possible and to prevent stresses on vehicle structures;
• positioned on vehicles and transported so that they do not
adversely affect vehicle stability;
•

indicated by a warning flag or sign in cases when they

project out from the body of the vehicle;
• checked to ensure they will not fall uncontrollably when
restraints are removed during unloading.
Many accidents are the result of untrained or inexperienced
workers driving construction vehicles. All drivers must be competent
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to perform the work they are given. Driver competence may be
judged on the basis of experience, recognized training and testing of
knowledge and ability. Certificates of training from recognized
training schemes help demonstrate competence. Driver training
records should be kept up to date.
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Self-control questions
1. When planning working with heavy duty vehicles what is crucial
to know for safety assurance?
2. How most of the injures caused by heavy duty vehicles
happened?
3. What do you recommend for heavy duty vehicles designers?
4. What do you recommend for heavy duty vehicle operation?

Exercise
What measures have to be taken in order to separate
pedestrians and vehicles and provide hazard-free traffic routes?
(please, indicate at least 3 routes/areas, which need to be
established)

The correct answer can be found at page 91.

Conclusion
In this chapter you have learned about working with heavy
duty vehicles and safety measure to be taken.. You are able to
understand why design and operating of these vehicles should be
controlled and managed. You know what to recommend to workers
with heavy duty vehicles and all surround them.
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Further reading
Workplace transport safety http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg199.pdf
A guide to workplace transport safety http://www.hse.gov.uk/pUbns/priced/hsg136.pdf
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8. Electrical safety in building works

Overview
This chapter is focused on electrical safety in building works.
The work will be divided to three different types and each type of
electrical safety assurance will be described in more details.

Objectives
In this chapter you will learn:
 Who can carry out work on electrical system;
 How to proceed in electrical safety in buildings;
 How to work with overhead power lines;
 How to treat the underground cables.
Precautions must be taken against the risk of death or injury
from electricity during construction works. Only in exceptional
circumstances should work be carried out on live systems, and then
only by a competent authorized person.
A. Electrical systems in buildings
Refurbishment work in buildings presents the greatest risk and
must be planned, managed and monitored to ensure that workers are
not exposed to risk from electricity. Specific specialist electrical
work should only be undertaken by those who are trained and
competent to do so and by following strict procedures. The electrical
equipment used must be safe and properly maintained.
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Incidents within buildings involve both qualified electricians
and other trades people. They happen when people are working on or
close to equipment that is either:
•

assumed to be dead but is in fact live; or

•

known to be live but adequate precautions are not taken.

There are many more incidents which damage equipment and
thousands of „near-misses‟, any of which could have had fatal
results. It must be remembered that electricity can kill – unlike most
other hazards one cannot see, feel, hear or smell electricity, so there
is no advance warning of danger.
B. Overhead power lines
Any work near electric overhead power lines must be carefully
planned and carried out to avoid danger from accidental contact or
close proximity to the lines. If work beneath live overhead lines
cannot be avoided, barriers, goal posts and warning notices should
be provided. The following precautions are needed to manage the
risk:
• Clearance – the safe clearance required beneath the
overhead lines should be ascertained from the owner of the line;
• Exclusion – plant, equipment or hand tools that could
reach beyond the safe clearance limit should not be taken under the
line;
• Modifications – plant such as cranes and excavators
should be modified by the addition of suitable physical restraints so
that it cannot reach beyond the safe clearance limit;
• Additions – cranes with telescopic or fly jibs may need
additional restraining devices to prevent alteration in length of jib or
angle of fly jib;
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• Supervision – access for plant and materials and the
working of plant should be under the direct supervision of a
competent person appointed to ensure that safety precautions are
observed.
C. Underground cables
Damage to underground electrical cables can cause fatal or
severe injury and one must take precautions to avoid danger. These
precautions include a safe system of work based on planning, use of
plans, cable locating devices and safe digging practices. Injuries are
usually caused by the explosive effects of arcing current and
associated flames resulting in severe, potentially fatal, burns to the
hands, face and body. This can occur when a cable is:
•

penetrated by a sharp object such as the point of a tool; or

• crushed severely enough to cause internal contact between
the conductors or between metallic sheathing and one or more
conductors.
Incidents may also arise from cables that have been damaged
but left unreported and unrepaired.
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Self-control questions
1. When planning working with electricity why you should be very
careful?
2. What precautions are needed to manage the risk with overhead
power lines?
3. How can injures from underground cables occur?

Exercise
Explain in brief the content of each type of precaution listed
below, used to manage the risk, associated with working near
electric overhead power lines:


Clearance



Exclusion



Modifications



Additions



Supervision

The correct answer can be found at page 91.

Conclusion
In this chapter you have learned about working with electricity
and safety measure to be taken. You are able to understand why
working with electricity is so dangerous and when it can occur.
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Further reading
Big Four Construction Hazards: Electrical Hazards https://www.osha.gov/dte/grant_materials/fy08/sh-1779208/electrical_english_r6.pdf
Managing electrical risks in the workplace https://www.safework.sa.gov.au/uploaded_files/CoPManagingElectr
icalRisksWorkplace.pdf
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9. Work safety with electrical power tools

Overview
This chapter is focused on safety during working with
electrical power tools. The typical injures will be described. The
basic safety methods, general guidelines and inspection and repair
will be explained.

Objectives
In this chapter you will learn:
 What kind of hazard electrical power tools present;
 The basic safety rules to follow;
 General guidelines for safety during working with electrical
power equipment;
 The importance of inspection and repair of these tools..
Electrical power tools used in construction present hazards
similar to and, because of their speed, often greater than hand tools.
Typical injuries include cuts, burns, strains and sprains. These are all
acute injuries produced by sudden trauma and are identified
immediately with the event. Chronic injuries must also be guarded
against, such as musculoskeletal conditions like carpal tunnel
syndrome or Raynaud‟s syndrome – white finger disease. These
conditions can develop more subtly and prevention can involve
awareness of a variety of precautions including tool selection, work
schedules, and work practices. In particular, types of injuries with
electric power tools may include:
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•

major shocks that may cause a fatality;

•

electric flash burns;

• minor shocks that may lead to injury from the tool itself or
from resulting falls from ladders or platforms;
•

eye injuries from flying chips and cuttings;

•

gashes, cuts and puncture wounds.

A. Basic safety:
• Always wear eye protection – flying particles and dust are
always problems with power tools.
• Wear hearing protection whenever there is chance of
excessive noise exposure – exposure to excessive noise can impair
hearing and prolonged exposure can result in permanent damage to
the hearing and eventually deafness.
• Always disconnect the power on a portable power tool
before changing or adjusting accessories such as drill bits and saw
blades.
• Never operate a power tool with the guard removed or
improperly adjusted.
• Power tools should not be left where there is a chance that
the cord or hose may be pulled, causing the tool to fall.
• Cords and hoses left on the floor in high traffic areas may
also create a tripping hazard – cords or hoses that must cross access
routes or roadways should be suspended above the ground or
protected by wooden planks.
B. General guidelines:
• Whenever possible, select tools with large handles relative
to the tool body, to reduce vibration.
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• Select tool handles covered with cork, rubber or plastic
bonded to steel to reduce vibration.
• Use tools with two handles to make holding and
manipulation easier.
• Always refer to the operator‟s manual before using a tool
for the first time.
• Choose tools with a trigger strip rather than a trigger
button – this spreads force over a greater area, reducing muscle
fatigue.
•

Make sure there‟s adequate lighting for safe tool use.

C. Inspection and repair:
• Frequent inspection of power tools is essential to keep
hazards from developing – inspection will also help to identify
operating defects and possibly avoid costly breakdowns.
• A regular schedule for inspection – daily, weekly or
monthly depending on requirements – will help to ensure that all
power tools are in safe operating condition; defective tools should be
removed from service, tagged and be either repaired or replaced.
• Workers should be trained to inspect the tools they use and
to report defects to their supervisor – the extent of the inspection and
the responsibility for maintenance or repairs must be clearly
communicated so there is no misunderstanding.
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Self-control questions
1. When planning working with electrical power tools why you
should be very careful?
2. What are basic safety rules for working with them?
3. What do you need read before working with electrical power
equipment?
4. How often do you need to have inspection of electrical power
equipment?

Exercise
The basic safety rules regarding work with electrical power
tools include (mark all, that apply):
a) Always disconnect the power on a portable power tool
before changing accessories
b) Wear eye protection only when absolutely necessary
c)

Never operate a power tool with the guard removed

d) Always wear hearing protection, even in cases of modest
noise exposure
e) Power tools may be left, but only for a short time, even at
places where there is a chance that the cord or hose may be pulled,
causing the tool to fall.

The correct answer can be found at page 91.
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Conclusion
In this chapter you have learned about working with electrical
power equipment and safety measure to be taken. You are able to
understand why working with electricity is so dangerous and what
you have t do to prevent injury.

Further reading
Construction Safety: Working With Hand & Power Tools https://www.constructconnect.com/blog/constructionsafety/construction-safety-working-hand-power-tools/
Safe maintenance of portable tools In construction https://osha.europa.eu/en/tools-and-publications/publications/efacts/efact54
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10.Physical risk factors in construction

Overview
This chapter is focused on several physical health risks. Five
most important risk are described and the most common symptoms
of health possible damage are explained.

Objectives
In this chapter you will learn:
 What kind of physical ill health‟s risks the workers can be
exposed;
 The measures to reduce damage caused by noise and vibration
are explained;
 How manual work and repetitive work can influence the
workers health;


Why to be careful during working in open air sites.

Construction workers are exposed to physical ill health risks
from noise, vibration, manual handling, doing repetitive tasks and
open air tasks. One needs to be aware of the significance of the main
risk factors behind them. Below are some key points, associated to a
number of common factors:
• Who – who is at risk? Who is using noisy or vibrating
equipment? Is anyone lifting heavy loads or doing repetitive tasks?
Has health surveillance identified anyone with existing problems that
could be made worse? Is there anyone else who might be affected by
the noise / vibrations made?
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•

What – what tasks are construction workers performing?
Some tasks, such as lifting blocks or kerbs can present specific
dangers. The level of risk will also be influenced by how frequently
someone is exposed and whether there is any variation during the
day / over different days.
• Where – where the work is taking place, can also have an
effect. Small and enclosed spaces increase noise levels. Having to
adopt awkward postures can increase the force needed to apply and
control tools. This can increase the vibration levels passing into the
user‟s hand and arm. Similarly, awkward postures place added strain
on the body when lifting or carrying.
A. Noise
Many construction tasks, tools and equipment can produce
high noise levels. Frequent exposure to these levels causes hearing
problems. Workers are at higher risk if they regularly use or work
near to power tools like concrete breakers, pokers and compactors,
sanders, grinders, disc cutters, hammer drills, chipping hammers,
cartridge-operated tools, scabblers and needle guns. Anyone who
operates or works close to heavy plant / machines is also at risk.
Particular consideration should be given to anyone who is known to
have an existing hearing problem (e.g. through health surveillance).
Measures to reduce noise levels at construction sites must be
taken if workers use noisy powered tools or machinery for more than
half an hour each day and/or are exposed to noise from regular
impacts, such as pneumatic drills, or explosive sources like
cartridge-operated tools. These noises can be particularly harmful
especially when on top of constant background noise levels.
B. Vibration
Exposure to vibration when using hand held / operated tools
and machinery can lead to permanent injury of the hands and arms.
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Vibration risks come from many sources including hand-held power
tools (such as grinders or road breakers) and hand-guided equipment
(like pedestrian controlled floor saws). Particular consideration
should be given to any worker who has a known problem caused by
vibration or those with pre-existing medical conditions of the hands
and circulation.
Vibration is transmitted into the hands and arms when using
hand held / operated tools and machinery. Excessive exposure can
affect the nerves, blood vessels, muscles and joints of the hand, wrist
and arm causing Hand-Arm Vibration Syndrome (HAVS).
Construction workers are particularly at risk because of the work
they do and the equipment they use. HAVS sufferers find this can
have an impact on keeping their job and on social and family life.
Those affected can experience difficulty carrying out tasks involving
fine or manipulative work and everyday tasks, such as fastening
small buttons on clothes, become a problem too. Working outdoors
in cold conditions, which is common in construction work, increases
the likelihood of a painful response. Car washing or even watching
outdoor sports when suffering from HAVS can lead to very painful
attacks. This damage to the hands is largely irreversible.
C. Manual handling
Regularly lifting, carrying or handling materials and items can
cause serious injuries. These however should not be accepted as an
inevitable part of construction work. The latter, by its very nature,
involves many lifting, carrying and handling activities. Construction
workers are at risk because many of their tasks can require them to:
•

support loads, often in awkward positions;

•

move heavy materials;

•

carry loads over rough, uneven ground or within buildings.
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These factors can create excessive stresses and strains on the
body. This can cause immediate damage to muscles and tendons
such as strains and sprains but can also lead to longer term or
recurrent problems. These are commonly termed musculoskeletal
disorders (MSDs). The term MSD covers any injury, damage or
disorder of the joints or other tissues in the upper / lower limbs or the
back. Skilled construction and building trades are one of the
occupations with the highest estimated prevalence of back injuries
and upper limb disorders. Handling is also the most commonly
reported cause of over seven day injuries in the industry. Symptoms
may include pain, aching, discomfort, numbness, tingling and
swelling. Workers who suffer from MSDs may have a reduced
ability to do tasks, as well as suffering recurrent or long term pain or
discomfort.
D. Repetitive work
Frequently repeated tasks (such as plastering or rebar tying)
can injure the upper limb areas of the body. Workers new to these
tasks may need more time to get the necessary skills / adapt to the
rate of work. Skilled construction and building trades are one of the
occupations with the highest estimated prevalence of upper limb
disorders. This is because some workers do tasks that are highly
repetitive, often in awkward positions. Upper limb disorders (ULDs)
affect the arms, from fingers to shoulder, and neck. They are often
called repetitive strain injuries or 'RSI'. Symptoms include:
•

pain;

•

aching;

•

tingling;

•

numbness;

•

swelling.
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It is important to report these symptoms as soon as possible so
they can be treated / managed appropriately. The controls can also be
improved to reduce the likelihood of the problem recurring once
workers have recovered.
E. Open air works
Open air works, even more during hot seasons, can determine a
warmth load that the body eliminates by increasing perspiration and
heart rate. The higher is the warmth load, the more frequent those
happenings can be, becoming so relevant to cause true diseases, as it
could be heatstroke or heat-fainting.
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Self-control question
1. What are some key points, associated to a number of common
physical factors?
1. When do you need to take measures to reduce noise levels?
2. What are repetitive strain injuries?
3. Where is warmer if you are working at open air /in higher or
lower places?

Exercise
Please, indicate the appropriate risk factor each of the
statements below refers to:
a) Workers new to certain tasks may need more time to get the
necessary skills / adapt to the rate of work, whereas
…………………… can cause injuries to the upper limb areas of the
body
b) Excessive exposure to …………………… can affect the nerves,
blood vessels, muscles and joints of the hand, wrist and arm
c) ……………………, esp. during hot seasons, can determine a
warmth load that the body eliminates by increasing perspiration and
heart rate
d) Anyone who operates or works close to heavy plant / machines is
at serious risk due to high levels of ……………………
e) …………………… can cause immediate damage to muscles and
tendons such as strains and sprains but can also lead to longer term
or recurrent problems
The correct answer can be found at page 91.
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Conclusion
In this chapter you have learned about physical factors which
should be taken into account when working in construction site and
safety measure to be taken. You are able to list the most important of
them and to explain the some of the symptoms of physical harm.

Further reading
A Literature Review of Ergonomics Risk Factors in Construction
Industry –
https://ac.els-cdn.com/S1877705811029511/1-s2.0S1877705811029511-main.pdf?_tid=dc160c58-6802-44c5-a3795e8a870c36ef&acdnat=1521210537_76dddd13186b6a51e52715041
0240c53
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11.Emergencies in construction

Overview
This chapter is focused on emergency preparedness for
working in construction site. The planning process is explained. The
several most important issues is described in connection to
emergency situation handling.

Objectives
In this chapter you will learn:
 How to prepare good emergency plan;
 What are the employers responsibilities;
 How and where to have first aid supplies;
 What to include to first aid supplies.
OHS legislation usually requires that the constructor shall
establish Emergency Response Procedures for every construction
site. Emergency preparedness helps to minimize the human suffering
and economic losses that can result from emergencies. It should be
understood that the size and complexity of construction works, as
well as their access and location, have a bearing on the degree of
planning necessary for emergencies. It is therefore strongly
recommended that a member of staff on site assists in developing the
emergency response plan.
Planning shall begin before any work commences on the
construction site. A good emergency response plan can be generic
and, with some minor changes, can be easily adapted to specific sites
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and readily implemented. Development should include the following
considerations:
a)

hazard identification / assessment;

b) emergency resources;
c)

communication systems;

d) administration of the plan;
e)

emergency response procedure;

f)

communication of the procedure;

g) debriefing and post-traumatic stress procedure.
Between a 911 call and the arrival of paramedics and an
ambulance, a crucial difference to an accident victim‟s recovery on a
construction site can be made by the immediate onsite availability of
trained employee-responders with the right first-aid equipment and
supplies. In any Emergency Response Procedure, the following
consecutive steps are basic and essential:
•

stay calm and assess the situation;

•

take command and provide protection;

•

aid and manage;

•

maintain contact and guide emergency services.

A. Employer responsibilities
A person holding a valid first-aid-training certificate must be
available to render aid to injured employees if there is not a
physician, clinic or hospital in close proximity to the worksite.
Where serious injuries may occur, “close proximity” is usually
interpreted to be three or four minutes to the site. “Serious injuries”
are interpreted as those likely to result in permanent injury or death
if help is not available within a few minutes. Unless nearby
emergency facilities and/or trained responders from local rescue
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services are available within that time, the employer must have
enough trained responders always available to cover each job site
during all work hours.
The employer must provide a communication system for
contacting emergency responders with appropriate transport
equipment, and must post highly visible emergency telephone
numbers if the job site is in a location where 911 service is not
available.
B. First-aid supplies
First-aid supplies must be easily accessible, stored in a
required, weather-proof container with individual sealed packages
for each item. First-aid kits sent to job sites must be checked weekly
to ensure that any items that have been used or expired are replaced.
It often is best for trained responders to carry and take responsibility
for restocking their own portable first-aid kits. Metal kits are
recommended where potential for damage to the kit is substantial.
C. Beyond the minimum
It is highly recommended that first-aid programs and kits for
construction sites go beyond the minimal requirements, particularly
when there are multiple operations at one location, large worksites or
changing conditions. In addition, for large construction sites, it may
be advisable to keep a bulk “restocking” supply of first-aid materials
in a cabinet at a central location such as a construction trailer at the
job site.
To assist in providing the right mix of first-aid training,
supplies and equipment, employers should:
• Use applicable OHS standards and prescriptions, specified
by relevant regulations;
•

Consult with local fire / rescue department professionals;
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• Consult with medical professionals at local emergency
rooms and clinics.
A hazard and risk assessment performed at regular intervals
will help identify and update the specific needs of each worksite, and
help employers determine which “reasonably anticipated” supplies
should be made available as project and environmental conditions
change. Beyond the basic construction first-aid kit, common
examples of first-aid equipment and supplies for construction sites
include:
Bloodborne pathogen kits:
Bloodborne pathogen kits should be available for employee
responders reasonably expected to be exposed to profuse bleeding
caused in many types of accidents or other potentially infectious
materials while rendering first aid. These kits should conform to
applicable bloodborne pathogen regulations, and contain personal
protective equipment (gloves, gowns, face shields, masks and eye
protection) as well as disposal supplies that can be used during
treatment and clean-up.
Eyewash & shower stations:
Where an employee‟s eyes or body may be exposed to
corrosive materials or chemicals, the employer must provide suitable
facilities for quick drenching or flushing of the eyes and body.
Certain regulations may stipulate the rate of flow (e.g. at 0.4 gpm)
and the duration of flow (e.g. 15 minutes) for portable stations.
Portable bottles of eyewash may only be used in the quick treatment
of less serious eye and skin irritations.
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR):
CPR training is recommended for construction sites. A CPR kit
with automated external defibrillator as well as micro shields/filter
shields and oxygen can be crucial to saving a life.
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Burn kits:
Universal supplies for general-purpose of specialty kits, such
as welders burn kits, include scissors, medical gloves and gel-soaked
dressings to help draw heat from a burn. Other supplies may include
gel-soaked face masks, dry dressings to protect burned skin from
contaminants, fire blankets to help extinguish flames or smouldering
materials, and gels and sprays for pain relief of minor burns and
protection from infection.
Medicinals:
Providing over-the-counter (OTC) medications to ill
employees can improve and sustain productivity, help boost morale
and performance, and decrease accidents and absenteeism. While the
employer may make OTC medications available in unit-dosage,
tamper-evident packaging that complies with respective labelling
requirements, the employee requesting them assumes total risk and
liability for their consumption.
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Self-control questions
1. Is it necessary to have Emergency Response Procedures for every
construction site?
2. Do you need to communicate emergency procedure also with
workers?
3. Is cardiopulmonary resuscitation compulsory at the construction
site?

Exercise
Arrange the steps in any Emergency Response Procedure on
the construction site in the correct sequence
a)

Aid and manage

b) Maintain contact and guide emergency services
c)

Take command and provide protection

d) Stay calm and assess the situation

The correct answer can be found at page 91.

Conclusion
In this chapter you have learned how to be prepared for
emergency which may occur at the construction site.. You are able to
list the most important of emergency tools and equipment‟s. You
understand the Emergency Response Procedure.
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Further reading
How to Plan for Workplace Emergencies and Evacuations https://www.osha.gov/Publications/osha3088.pdf
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12.Occupational accidents

Overview
This chapter is focused on occupational accidents during
working in construction site. The most often accidents are described
and basic rules for their prevention explained.

Objectives
In this chapter you will learn:
 What occupational accidents are most common at the
construction site;
 How to minimalize their occurrence;
In Europe, construction is the sector most at risk of accidents.
Worldwide, construction workers are three times more likely to be
killed and twice as likely to be injured as workers in other
occupations. The costs of these accidents are immense to the
individual, to the employer and to society.
The main hazards include working at height, excavation work
and moving loads. Priority must be given to measures that eliminate
or reduce the hazard at source and provide collective protection.
Individual protection, such as protective equipment, is used where
risks cannot be further reduced by other means. Ongoing monitoring
and regular inspections are needed in addition to overall risk
assessment.
A. Working at height
Falls from heights are the most common cause of injuries and
death in the construction industry. Causes include: working on a
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scaffold or platform without guard rails, or without a safety harness
correctly attached; fragile roofs; and ladders that are badly
maintained, positioned and secured. The whole construction process
should be planned to minimise the risk of falls. At the project design
stage, protection against falls can be planned. The risk can be
reduced by adding purpose-made guard rails or finally, if the risk is
still present, providing safety harnesses.
B. Working in excavations
Prior to starting any excavation work consider all potential
hazards – including trench collapse, people and vehicles falling into
excavations, and nearby structures being undermined. Then put
appropriate precautions in place. Locate and mark all underground
services, and take precautions to avoid them; ensure supplies of
suitable material for supporting an excavation are on site; ensure
there is a safe method for putting in and removing supporting
material. Decide what material handling will be needed and the
appropriate equipment. Ensure equipment is delivered in time and
that the site is prepared for it.
Daily inspections are needed to ensure the necessary
precautions remain in operation: Is there safe access into and out of
the excavation?; Are there barriers to prevent people falling in?; Are
materials, spoil and plant stored well away from the edge?
C. Moving loads
Plan to minimise the movement of materials and for safe
materials handling. Ensure equipment is set up and operated by
trained and experienced workers. Have the equipment regularly
inspected, tested and examined by a competent person. Co-ordinate
site activities – for example do not let those involved in lifting
operations endanger other workers or vice versa. Where manual
handling cannot be avoided, organise tasks to limit the amount and
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distance of physical handling. Train workers on avoiding risks and
use of techniques.
All mobile crane lifts should be planned and carried out by
competent people. The driver should have a clear view, and the crane
should be on level ground and a safe distance from excavations and
power lines.
D. General “housekeeping” and safe access
General site organisation and tidiness is important. For
example, ensure that: there is safe access (roads, walkways, ladders,
scaffolds etc.) to and from all places of work, free from obstructions;
materials are stored safely; holes are fenced or covered and clearly
marked; there are proper arrangements for collecting and disposing
of waste materials; there is adequate lighting.
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Self-control questions
1. Does moving of loads belongs to occupational risks?
2. Do you need to focus also on vast allocation?

Exercise
Which is the most common cause of injuries and death in the
construction industry?
a)

Exposure to vibrations

b) Falls from heights
c)

Repetitive work

d) Trench collapse
e)

Fall-over of heavily loaded cranes

The correct answer can be found at page 91.

Conclusion
In this chapter you have learned about most common accidents
at the construction site. You are able to list the most important of
them. You understand the role of general “housekeeping” and safe
access in injuries prevention.
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Further reading
What Is The Most Common Accident In Construction? https://www.perecman.com/blog/2014/may/what-is-the-mostcommon-accident-in-construction/
Construction Site Injuries statistics https://www.tellrobert.com/personal-injury/construction-siteinjuries/florida-construction-site-injuries/
Occupational health risk management in construction http://www.hse.gov.uk/aboutus/meetings/iacs/coniac/coniac-ohguidance.pdf
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13.Occupational diseases of the construction sector
and ways of protection

Overview
This chapter is focused on occupational diseases in
construction sector. The most often diseases are described.

Objectives
In this chapter you will learn:
 What are occupational diseases;
 What are the most common occupational disease for
construction workers.
The occupational diseases discussed below relate to the five
leading categories of ill health for the construction industry.
Although, when compared to other industries, the construction sector
has relatively low levels of reported stress, it is still a topic of
concern for the industry.
A. HAND-ARM VIBRATION SYNDROME
Hand Arm Vibration (HAV) is vibration transmitted from
work processes into workers‟ hands and arms. It can be caused by
operating hand-held power tools (such as road breakers), handguided equipment (such as compactors), or by holding materials
being processed by machines (such as pedestal grinders).
Regular and frequent exposure to HAV can lead to a
combination of neurological, vascular and musculoskeletal
symptoms (collectively referred to as hand arm vibration syndrome
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[HAVS]) and this is most likely when contact with a vibrating tool
or work process is a regular part of a person‟s job. Occasional
exposure is unlikely to cause ill health. Identifying the signs and
symptoms at an early stage is crucial to preventing serious long-term
health effects.
Effective maintenance can make big differences to vibration
levels. Loose or worn parts of tools and plant create extra vibration.
Blunt, damaged or inefficient tools have increased vibration and also
mean tasks can take longer, increasing exposure levels. Other ways
of protection include:
• Exposure monitoring – there is no legal requirement to
continually monitor and record vibration exposure. A period of
monitoring can help understand when and how long workers use
particular tools and help with risk assessment.
• Health surveillance – appropriate health surveillance is
needed if workers are exposed above the Exposure Action Value or
are considered to be at risk for any other reason. If this finds a
problem, it is needed to: review the effectiveness of current vibration
controls and improve these where appropriate; take action to prevent
further harm to the person concerned.
B. NOISE-INDUCED HEARING-LOSS
Noise is not just a nuisance; it can seriously damage
construction workers‟ hearing. Some people can also suffer a
sensation of ringing in the ears (tinnitus) which can become
permanent. Once hearing has gone, it will not come back. There is
no cure. Hearing aids cannot fully compensate for this loss of natural
hearing. Hearing damage can have a profound effect on one‟s quality
of life. It affects the ability to communicate, particularly in situations
where there is background noise. Such background noise is common
in many work and social situations. The results can lead to a sense of
isolation. It may also increase the chance of being involved in an
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accident because it affects the ability to hear what is going on in the
surrounding environment.
In order to prevent unwanted effects for the hearing, it should
be considered, where possible, eliminating or reducing the amount
of noise made at the construction site through:
•

eliminating unnecessary noisy tasks at the design stage;

• using an alternative process that does not generate as
much noise (e.g. block splitters instead of cut-off saws);
•

bursting or crushing instead of pneumatic drilling;

•

boring instead of pile driving;

• limiting vehicle reversing on site (reversing alarms add to
the total noise on a site);
• isolating workers from noisy tasks by keeping doors and
windows of vehicle cabins closed or using remote controlled
equipment;
• shutting down equipment, like vehicles, when they are not
needed / in use.
C. SKIN DISORDERS
Occupational skin disease may be defined as a disease in
which workplace exposure to a physical, chemical or biological
agent or a mechanical force has been the cause of or played a major
role in the development of the disease. Work related dermatitis
(sometimes called eczema) forms 80% of occupational skin diseases
and is caused when someone comes into contact with a hazardous
agent(s).
Irritant dermatitis is caused by a non-infective agent, physical
or chemical, capable of causing cell damage if applied to the skin for
sufficient time and in sufficient concentration. The fine particles of
cement, often mixed with sand or other aggregates to make mortar or
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concrete, can abrade the skin and cause irritation resulting in
dermatitis. With treatment, irritant dermatitis will usually clear up.
But if exposure continues over a longer period the condition will get
worse and the individual is then more susceptible to allergic
dermatitis. Allergic dermatitis (in susceptible individuals) is caused
by initial contact with a skin sensitiser (such as epoxy resins and
their hardening agents, acrylic resins, formaldehyde and hardwoods),
which provokes a chain of immunological events leading to
sensitisation. Further skin contact with that particular sensitiser can
then cause allergic contact dermatitis.
For employees who may be exposed to any agent known to
cause skin damage, there should be arrangements to identify cases of
occupational skin disorders. OHS regulations require employers to
provide employees with information about the precautions that
should be taken including characteristic signs and symptoms of
occupational skin disorders.
D. RESPIRATORY DISEASE
The respiratory diseases of construction workers may include
pneumoconiosis arising from silica (silicosis) or asbestos exposure,
asthma and other allergic reactions (e.g. due to isocyanate paint or
resin exposure). Smoking can contribute to the respiratory damage
and the risk of these diseases.
Occupational Asthma (OA)
OA is an important occupational health problem with serious
implications for both affected individuals and their employers. For
the affected individual, continued exposure to the causative agent
usually leads to deteriorating asthma and the risk of severe (or, on
rare occasions fatal) asthma attacks. Even if exposure ceases, the
more severely affected individuals may still be left with persistent
asthma and chronic disability.
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Respirable crystalline silica (RCS) exposure
Occupational exposure to RCS in construction work occurs in
concrete removal, demolition work, tunnel construction, concrete or
granite cutting, drilling, sanding and grinding. Other people in the
vicinity of such work may also be exposed.
Asbestos
Where workers are exposed to airborne levels of asbestos
above the action levels specified in the applicable OHS regulations,
then the provisions laid down will apply and a doctor must be
appointed for the purposes of health surveillance.
E. MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS
Musculoskeletal disorders (MSD) are problems affecting the
muscles, tendons, ligaments, nerves or other soft tissues and joints
and can cause conditions such as low back pain, joint injuries and
repetitive strain injuries of various sorts. Injury can happen while
doing any activity that involves some movement of the body, such as
heavy lifting.
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Self-control questions
1. Why is asbestos so dangerous for construction workers?
2. How to prevent unwanted effects of noise for the hearing?
3. How can heavy lifting negatively influence workers health?

Exercise
Which of the following is not associated with a respiratory
disease?
a) Occupational asthma
b) Respirable crystalline silica exposure
c) Allergic contact dermatitis
d) Asbestos

The correct answer can be found at page 91.

Conclusion
In this chapter you have learned about most common
occupational diseases of construction workers. You are able to list
the most important of them. You understand the importance of selfawareness during the working in construction site in injuries
prevention.
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Further reading
Respiratory Diseases in the Construction Industry https://www.cpwr.com/sites/default/files/publications/CB%20page%
2050.pdf
Linking Diseases and Job Tasks - http://www.hazmap.com/jobtasks.htm
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15.Answer Key
Chapter 1

Open answer

Chapter 2

False

Chapter 3

Open answer

Chapter 4

All answers are correct

Chapter 5

Open answer

Chapter 6

1.

Scaffolding

2.

Height

3.

Surface

4.

Collective protection device

5.

Accidents

6.

Falls

Chapter 7

Open answer

Chapter 8

Open answer

Chapter 9

A, C
A: repetitive work
B: vibration

Chapter 10

C: open air works
D: noise
E: manual handling

Chapter 11

D, C, A, B

Chapter 12

B

Chapter 13

C
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16.Newsfeed Module of Construction Sector
Dear students; there are many educational games in the construction
sector related to occupational health and safety in the world and in Turkey. A
few of these are listed below. By playing these games you can improve your
knowledge and skills on occupational health and safety.

International Commission on Occupational Health and Safety
http://www.icohweb.org/site/news.asp
OHS Online
www.ohsonline.com
http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=89&langId=en&newsId=2092
&furtherNews=yes
http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=148
https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/news/news-articles
Healthy Workplaces- European Agency for Safety and Health at Work
https://healthy-workplaces.eu/en/news
European Network Education and Training in Occupational Safety and
Health
http://www.enetosh.net/webcom/show_article.php/_c-29/_lkm-9/i.html
The European Network for Workplace Health Promotion (ENWHP)
http://www.enwhp.org/news-events.html
Health and Safety Authority - Ireland
http://www.hsa.ie/eng/News_Events_Media/News/
: /thehsa
RSS: https://goo.gl/uzwHqy
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Health and Safety Executive - UK
http://www.hse.gov.uk/news/index.htm
: /H_S_E
ILO Encyclopaedia of Occupational Health & Safety
http://www.iloencyclopaedia.org/ohsnews
International Labour Organization
http://www.ilo.org/safework/whatsnew/lang--en/index.htm
European Agency for Safety and Health at Work
News:https://osha.europa.eu/en/oshnews
Events:https://osha.europa.eu/en/oshevents
: /eu_osha
http://www.euro.who.int/en
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/environment-andhealth/occupational-health
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17.Construction Sector World Module
Dear students; there are many educational games in the construction
sector related to occupational health and safety in the world and in Turkey. A
few of these are listed below. By playing these games you can improve your
knowledge and skills on occupational health and safety.
https://www.osha.gov/hazfinder/index.html
When you click on the link above, you can enter into the site of United
States Working Department. In this site, you can access many sources about
work health and security in this site. One of them is the play named “Danger
Determination Educational Appliance”. You can play the play the language
of which is English on line if you want, or download into your computer and
play if you wish. When you click to open the play, descreens will come
against you first. After you do the suitable choice to your screen, press
“Play” button.

Figure 1: Login Screen of Danger Determination Educational Appliance
You are presented four different scenarios in the play, and one of them
is wanted to get chosen by you. These are Work Health and Security Visual
Audit Education, Production, Construction, and Emergency Service. When
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you choose any working area, the equipments and materials related to that
work and the dangers waiting for the employees in the screen to be opened.

Figure 2: Danger Determination Educational Appliance Concerning
Construction Workings
The thing expected from you will be your determining the dangers and
taking the necessary measures within the play. Since the rules are changed in
every scenario, your reading these rules well and determining all the dangers
will be for your benefit. You can also approve some scenarios as employer o
employee.
Click to Use Danger Determination Educational Appliance.
http://safemt.com/safety-education/safety-games/interactive-safetygames/
The site the link of which is given above has got many educational
materials on work health and safety. Amongst them, there are the plays and
funny measuring tests that you can play online. When you enter into the play
named “PLAT IT SAFE”, you will be requested to decide one of the four
different ways and to enter into it. These: Way 1: Dangers of gliding and
stumbling, Way 2: Ergonomies, Way 3: Falling Dangers, and Way 4:
Pavements.
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Figure 3: Screen of “Play İt Safe” Play
For example, when you choose Way 3: Falling Dangers, a scripted danger
situation will appear on the screen. The thing expected from you is to
determine the real dangers within the time given.

Figure 4: Screen of “Falling and Dangers at Construction” Play
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http://www.pegneon.com/custom-games/
There exist two groups of games named Custom-Made Institutional
Games and Serious Institutional Games in this site. In Serious Institutional
Games, what you can do during fire is told, the player is warned, but in the
group of Custom-Made Institutional Games, there are the games indicating
the dangers occurred in the working environment. Language of the games is
English.

Figure 5: Pegneon Games Login Screen
http://www.play-it-safe.co.uk/games
There 8 games in this site about work health and security. You can enter in
whichever you like from the games the language of which is English, and
develop your knowledge on this field.

Figure 6: Login Screen of Play İt Safe games
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You can watch the video footages referring to the game named Fire
Fighting Activity clicking on video .
https://www.convergencetraining.com/blog/10-osha-based-wordgames-download
There exist 10 word plays referring to work health and security the
language of which is English in this site, but you should be registered into
the site in order to be able to download the plays.

Figure 7: Login Screen of Word Plays

http://www.oyungaleri.com/is-guvenligi-uzmani

One of the plays you can play free of charge on work health and security
exists in this site. When you want to play this play named “Expert of Work
Security”, you see a scripted work environment of a dangerous situation,
and you are expected to escape that danger with the minimum loss.
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Figure 8: The play named “Expert of Work Security”
https://safety.blr.com/fun-games/
You can find many caricatures, puzzles, and fun things about work
health and security in the site the address of which is given above. The only
thing you should do is to be member of the site and to press the “GO” button
by choosing the products you wish.

Figure 9: Login Screen of Safety Fun Games
http://clewett.net.au/whs/study_mate/OHSfun.htm#
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When you enter into the site, you see this message on the screen:
“Click to Play the Following Plays Referring to Work Health and Security”.
In the site, 8 plays exist in the field of work health and security. However,
“adobe flash player” attachment in your scanner should be active in order to
play them. The language of the plays is English. The plays existing in the
site are as follows:

Figure 10: Login Screen of Fact Cards
Situation Cards (Fact Cards): There are 13 cards in this play. You
can ask your friend the question in each card, and you can play together
mutually. In addition, you can mix the buttons and cards on the screen, and
eliminate with the cards forward or backward.

Situation Cards + (Fact Cards Plus): The difference of this play
from “Fact Cards” play is that you can choose the subject titles. The other
rules of the play is the same.
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Figure 11: Login Screen of Situation Cards + (Fact Cards Plus) Play
Flash Cards : The difference of this play from the other card plays is
that the answer of the question exists on the back side of the card. If you
wish, you can look at the back side with the “Flip Card” button.

Figure 12: Login Screen of Flash Cards Play
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Pick a Letter: In this play, how many words and letters the answer of
the question existing on the screen consist of is marked by line as follows. If
the player can‟t know the answer of the question directly, he / she takes letter
from the alphabet above until finding the answer, and tries to find out the
answer. Of course if he / she wishes, he / she can access the answer by
“Show Answer” button.

Figure 13: Login Screen of Pick a Letter Play
Fill in The Blank): In this play, you are requested to write the answer
of the question existing on the screen in the space constituted in the middle.
If your answer is false, a new section is opened indicating how many words
and letters the answer consists of below. You can check how much you have
approached the answer here. In addition, you can find a clue by using the
buttons in the screen or see the answer.
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Figure 14: Login Screen of “Fill in the Blank” Play
Matching: In this play, you answer the question given in the big
cartridge by choosing one of the 9 small boxes under the big box. If your
answer is true, green “OK” sign appears on the screen and you can pass
another question.

Figure 15: Login Screen of “Matching” Play
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Crossword Puzzle: In this play, there are the groups of empty
cartridges placed horizontally and vertically. Each cartridge group can
correspond to the answer of one of the questions asked at the bottom of
screen. While playing this play, you require to choose the cartridge group
which word you will answer first, then to estimate by reading the question or
assure the answer get appeared by taking letter. You can see the number of
your true or false letter estimations on the screen.

Figure 16: Login Screen of “Crossword Puzzle” Play
Glossary: Glossary includes the explanation of the terms concerning
work health and security.
It is aimed to have knowledge rather than
entertain. By clicking one of the letters above the screen, you can display the
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term beginning with that letter and its explanation and in this way you can
renew your knowledge. If you wish, you can obtain more detailed
knowledge by writing the words you worry onto the google seek bar
existing below the screen.

Figure 17: Login Screen of “Glossary” Play
http://www.atksolutions.com/games/playwordsearch.php?id=3358
&username=beetlebugz&gridsize=14x14&large=600x450
When you click the link above, a play is opened concerning work
health and safety in the site. List of words exists in the field on the right side
of play screen. In the big field, many irrelevant words together with these
words are placed complexly. When the player sees the word looked for, he /
she should sign it by holding from the first letter of the word till the end with
the left button of the mouse, and assure to cross the word looked for. The
language of the play is English.
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Figure 18: Login Screen of “Finding Out Word” Play
http://www.bordereta.com/Quizes/Beta-Health&Safety_General.htm
When you enter into this site, there are 20 questions to test yourself on
work health and security. You are given a 8 minute period to answer the
questions. Receiving feedback at the false and true answers you have given
will assist you to develop yourselves.

Figure 19: Screen of Test Yourself
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18.Annotated Risk Terms Dictionary
ANCHORAGE POINT – a point to which something can be safely attached.
CHRONIC EFFECT - a change that occurs in the body over a relatively long
time (weeks, months, years) following repeated exposure or a single overexposure to a substance
CONSTRUCTION SITE – the piece of land where a building etc. is to be
located.
CONTROLS - Measures designed to eliminate or reduce hazards or
hazardous exposures.
DANGER – a cause or likely cause of harm or injury; the possibility of
something unwelcome or unpleasant happening.
DISEASE – a disorder of structure or function in a human, which is not
simply a direct result of physical injury but of unfavorable environmental
factors.
EMERGENCY SITUATION – a situation that poses an immediate risk to
health, life etc. and requires urgent intervention to prevent worsening of the
situation itself.
EMERGENCY EXIT – a designated way out of a building or vehicle, to be
used for escape
in the event of an emergency.
ERGONOMIC PRINCIPLES - a concept whereby the work to be carried out
is organized and specified – and tools and equipment designed and used – in
such a way as to be matched with the physical and mental characteristics and
capacity of the worker.
ESCAPE ROUTE – a planned means of escape from a dangerous situation.
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FATALTY – an occurrence of death by accident.
FATIGUE – extreme tiredness resulting from mental or physical exertion or
illness.
FIRST AID – emergency care or treatment given to an ill or injured person
before regular medical aid can be obtained.
HAZARD - A physical or psychosocial condition, object or agent that has
the potential to cause harm to a worker and/or to cause damage to property
or environment.
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL - any substance that may produce adverse
health and/or safety effects to people or the environment.
HEALTH AND SAFETY PROGRAM - a systematic combination of
activities, procedures, and facilities designed to ensure and maintain a safe
and healthy workplace.
INJURY – physical harm or damage to someone‟s body caused by an
accident or an attack.
INSPECTION – the act of looking at something or someone carefully in
order to discover information e.g. about the appropriateness of the health and
safety measures on a construction site.
LIFE THREATENING – capable of causing death, potentially fatal.
OBSTRUCTION – a thing that impedes or prevents passage or progress; an
obstacle or blockage.
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OCCUPATIONAL ACCIDENT - an accident related to work.
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY - the maintenance of a work environment that
is relatively free from actual or potential hazards that can injure employees.
PREVENTIVE MEASURE – a strategy done to prevent an undesirable
outcome.
PREVENTION – the action of stopping something from happening or
arising (check also the definition of “preventive measure” within this
glossary).
PROCESSING TECHNIQUE – a series of actions taken in order to achieve
a particular end, e.g. the establishment of a safe and riskless working place.
RECOVERY – the process of becoming well again after an illness or injury.
RESCUE FACILITY – a place intended to help someone or something out
of a dangerous, harmful, or unpleasant situation.
RISK – is the likelihood that a person may be harmed or suffers adverse
health effects if exposed to a hazard. The term „risk‟ and „hazard‟ are often
used interchangeably, but they have a different significance (check the
definition of „safety hazard‟ within this glossary).
SAFETY COORDINATOR – a person appointed to co-ordinate health and
safety procedures for a specific working unit/department, and is the focal
point for receiving and disseminating health and safety information.
SAFETY HAZARD – potential source of harm or adverse health effect on a
person or persons. The term „hazard‟ and „risk‟ are often used
interchangeably, but they have a different significance (check the definition
of „risk‟ within this glossary).
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TOXIC – carcinogenic, poisonous, or otherwise directly harmful to life in
any form.
TRAUMA - a severe shock, deeply distressing experience; physical injury.
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OccuSafeInCMIS – Project
description
“OccuSafeInCMIS – Occupational safe and risk
control in construction and metal industry sectors” is
an Erasmus+ strategic partnership involving five
organizations of various type: OSTIM MESLEKI VE
TEKNIK
ANADOLU
LISESI
(Turkey),
EUROPEAN CENTER FOR QUALITY OOD
(Bulgaria), CIAPE – CENTRO ITALIANO PER
L‟APPRENDIMENTO PERMANENTE (Italy),
TECHNCAL
UNIVERSITY
OF
KOSICE
(Slovakia).
The project aims at making contribution to both
vocational high school students and employees &
employers in construction and metal industry sectors
in terms of developing their basic and transversal
skills using innovative ICT based methods as well as
raising awareness.
Indeed, one of the main problems of labour
market consists in occupational health and safety
(OHS). According to current International Labour
Organization (ILO) data, in 2,8 billion labour force,
340 million occupational accidents happen and 2
million people are dead due to these accidents all
over the World (ILO, 2013). Beside the costs for
employee and employer, occupational accidents also
have costs for national economy. For this reason it is
essential to act in line with the motto “preventing is
cheaper and more humanistic than paying”.
Thanks to the project “Occupational Safety and
Risk Control in Construction and Metal Industry
Sectors” loss of labour force and production will be
reduced. The aim of the project is to contribute to
vocational education with the aspect of occupational
health and safety. Importance of occupational health
and safety is increasing both in Europe and Turkey.
In terms of awareness, however, vocational
education institutions are not at the desired level in
Turkey. Occupational Safety and Risk Control in
Construction and Metal Industry Sectors project shall
aim to increase the awareness of occupational health
and safety among the students of vocational schools,
employees and employers and to increase the
implementation capacity of EU acquis in Turkey.

Project Partners

OSTIM MESLEKI VE TEKNIK
ANADOLU LISESI, COORDINATOR
Address: OSTİM ANATOLIA
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL
HIGH SCHOOL, İLK YERLEŞİM
MAHALLESİ, 1901. CADDE, No:2
YENİMAHALLE, ANKARA,, TURKEY
Website:
http://ostimmtal.meb.k12.tr/

EUROPEAN CENTER FOR
QUALITY LTD.
Address: RACHO PETKOV
KAZANDZHIATA ULICA 8, ADORA
BUSINESS CENTER, 1166, SOFIA,
BULGARIA
Website: http://www.ecq-bg.com
CIAPE – CENTRO ITALIANO PER
L'APPRENDIMENTO PERMANENTE
Address: VIA BADIA DI CAVA 104,
00142, ROMA, ITALY
Website: http://www.ciape.it
TECHNICKA UNIVERZITA V
KOSICIACH
Address: LETNA 9, 042 00, KOSICE,
KOŠICKÝ KRAJ, SLOVAKIA
Website: http://www.tuke.sk

http://www.ohasineurope.com/

Follow us on
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